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Blind Designs Blinds are of the highest quality. We back that belief with a comprehensive two-year warranty. 

Should you encounter any unexpected problems with your Blind Designs product, we’ll take care of the repairs 

and, if necessary, find replacement parts

Blind Designs & Interiors CC warrants that blinds will be free 

from defects in materials and workmanship for a period of two 

years from date of purchase, provided that:

(i) such products were properly installed in residential   

 dwellings, and

(ii) such products were made or assembled exclusively from  

 Blind Designs materials and components, and

(iii) Blind Designs recommendations were followed with   

 regard to limitations and specifications.

Slight warpage, as well as natural variations in colour and grain 

effect, are normal with a wood product and are not considered 

defects. In addition, some fading and/or discolouration of the 

finish may occur over time. This is common with man-made 

coatings and is not considered a defect.

The obligation of Blind Designs and its distributors is limited to 

the repair or the replacement of blinds or components found 

to be defective and excludes shipping or transport charges and 

labour costs for measuring and installation. Repairs will be made 

with like similar parts.

To obtain warranty service, contact the dealer from whom your 

product was purchased. The dealer will work with Blind Designs 

to repair or replace any defective parts or components promptly 

without charge. 

Warranty claims must be accompanied by proof of purchase, as 

well as details regarding the nature of the problem, location of 

the blind, etc.

This warranty does not include any conditions or damages resulting 

from accidents, alterations, misuse, abuse, exposure to the 

elements, excessive humidity, motorised devices, or failure to 

follow our instructions with respect to measurement, installation, 

cleaning or maintenance. In addition this warranty does not cover 

any condition or damage resulting from the removal of the blind 

and reinstallation in the same or another window.



WOOD VENET I AN  BL INDS

� The premium blind solution

� For a modern, uncluttered look

� Control light & privacy

The Wood Venetian Blind is the premium blind solution that is versatile and 

perfect for creating a modern, uncluttered look in your home. The wide 50mm 

slat and variety of colours will make your windows a fantastic feature of your 

décor. The Dura-Coat and UV resistant finish will allow you peace of mind 

that your blind will still maintain its good looks in years to come.

Whether you choose to tilt the slat and control your light or lift it completely 

to appreciate your view, the blind is bound to complement your décor.
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Basswood 
Classic

Basswood 
Traditional

Basswood 
Classic

Half-Round Valance

Basswood 
Traditional

Half-Round Valance

Wood Alloy 
Classic
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RETRO BL INDS

� Makes a statement

� Suits contemporary interiors

� Bold and exciting

The Retro Blind is designed to make a statement. A unique blind that combines 

metallic, textile and wood textures, the product is particularly suited to 

contemporary interiors. 

The Retro Blind is bold and exciting and presents countless combinations of 

style and texture at your decorating disposal. The blind’s aluminium louvres 

allow you the flexibility to tilt and filter strong sunlight providing a tranquil 

ambiance.

Retro TraditionalRetro Classic Retro Classic

Retro Classic
Half-Round Valance
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V IS ION  BL INDS
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� Make a statement

� Stylish and practical

� Contemporary shading

Vision is a stylish fabric that gently filters and softens daylight while also 

offering you the option of full privacy. The Vision Blind offers an ideal balance 

between privacy and light control in a fashionable way by using bold 

eye-catching stripes. Vision Blind features two layers of translucent and opaque 

horizontal striped fabric.

A single control allows the front layer to move independently of the back so 

that the stripes glide between each other creating an open and closed effect, 

with limitless light control. The Vision range features sheer metallic, delicate 

subtle tones and natural wood colours to suit your home.

Florence Oak
Privacy Position

Florence Oak
View Position

Capri Grey
Privacy Position

Capri Grey
View Position



ROLLER  BL INDS

� Simple and stylish

� Easy to operate

� Wide range of fabrics and textures

The Roller Blind is simple in design, stylish and easy to operate. The blind 

can be rolled up or down to achieve the required level of shading. A wide 

range of fabrics and textures ensures a match for any décor, whether it is one 

of our urban designs for your living room or a blackout fabric for your bedroom.

Personalise your roller with a choice of accessories including; scallops, 

decorative tassels, decorative poles with finials, flowers, braid or a Half Round 

Valance and co-ordinate with your interior design scheme.

System 40
White

White Chain

System 40
Half Round Valance

Brushed Return End Caps

System 45
Black

Black Chain

System 45
Coupled Bracket

System 45
Intermediate Bracket
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ROMAN PANEL  BL INDS

� Elegant combination of texture and function

� Contemporary décor

� Bold personality

A blind with a distinctive aura, the Roman Panel Blind is on the cutting edge 

of innovation. The blind mixes the sharp lines of contemporary bold personality 

when down, with its distinct horizontal divisions, and raises to a distinct 

presence when lifted occupying a portion above or in your window. 

Available in a seductive range of block-out and light filtering fabrics the 

Roman Panel Blind provides another exciting option in decorating your space.
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Medium Stack
White Mechanism

Silver Chain
Half Round Valance
Anthracite End Caps

Medium Stack
White Mechanism

Silver Chain

Medium Stack
White Mechanism

White Chain

Medium Stack
Black Mechanism

Black Chain

Maximum Stack
White Mechanism

Silver Chain

Medium Stack
White Mechanism

White Chain
Half Round Valance
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SHEERWEAVE  BL INDS

� Simple yet beautiful

� Adds a subtle texture

� Manages the sun’s heat and glare

With a whisper of light and colour, SheerWeave Blinds are the perfect 

complement to any interior décor. The simple yet beautiful weaves of 

SheerWeave fabrics add a rich subtle texture without taking away from the 

overall interior design scheme. The sun’s heat and glare can be elegantly 

managed and accomplished with SheerWeave interior sun control fabrics. 

The light-filtering qualities diffuse light, reduce glare and help control solar 

heat build up to make any room a more comfortable environment. While 

lighter coloured fabrics reflect light and illuminate the interior with just the 

right amount of light, darker fabrics provide a superb view of the outside and 

absorb light making them ideal for viewing computer and television screens.

Sheerweave 4500

Average openness 5%

Using advances in polyester yarn development, Styles 4500 is thinner and lighter 

weight, allowing for ease of fabrication. 4500 is a full basketweaves, making it ideal 

for applications that require a more opaque and non-directional fabric. Style 4500 

can also be used in exterior roller shades.

Solar Optical Properties:

Fabrics installed internally thirty-degree profile angle

Style No.

P06
P76
P82
P83
QA3
V73
V75

Colour

White
White Linen
White Grey
White Stone

Linen
Grey

Charcoal Bronze

Solar Optical Properties Shading Coefficient

Ts
12
13
10
12
10
8
7

Rs
74
62
49
61
47
29
5

As
14
25
41
27
43
63
88

Tv
11
13
11
12
11
10
9

3mm CL
0.26
0.35
0.44
0.36
0.45
0.57
0.73

6mm CL
0.27
0.35
0.43
0.36
0.44
0.55
0.70

Sheerweave 4650

Average openness 3%

Using thin polyester yarns and a unique twill weave, Style 4650 is easy to fabricate 

and offers a distinct two-sided appearance that maximizes both visibility and solar 

heat reduction. Style 4650 can also be used in exterior roller shades.

Solar Optical Properties:
Fabrics installed internally thirty-degree profile angle

Style No.

P10
P65
V47

Colour

Granite
Linen
Chestnut

Solar Optical Properties Shading Coefficient

Ts
6
7
7

Rs
55
58
48

As
39
35
45

Tv
8
8
8

3mm CL
0.39
0.37
0.44

6mm CL
0.36
0.35
0.40

Ts: Solar Transmittance As: Solar Absorptance 3mm CL: 3mm Clear Glass

Rs: Solar Reflectance Tv: Visual Transmittance 6mm CL: 6mm Clear Glass

Sheerweave 4510

Average Openness 10%

Using advances in polyester yarn development, Styles 4510 is thinner and lighter

weight, allowing for ease of fabrication. 4510 is a full basketweaves, making it ideal

for applications that require a more opaque and non-directional fabric. Style 4510

can also be used in exterior roller shades.

Solar Optical Properties:

Fabrics installed internally thirty-degree profile angle

Style No. Colour

White

White Linen

White Grey

White Stone

Charcoal

Charcoal Grey

Solar Optical Properties Shading Coefficient

Ts

20

19

15

17

13

12

Rs

69

62

50

58

3

11

As

11

19

35

25

84

77

Tv

23

23

20

22

19

17

3mm CL

0.32

0.37

0.44

0.39

0.76

0.71

6mm CL

0.32

0.37

0.44

0.39

0.72

0.67
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SHEERWEAVE  BL INDS



SL ID ING  PANEL  BL INDS

� Elegant and bold

� Makes a décor statement

� Panels of fabric or bamboo

The Sliding Panel Blind is an elegant and bold shading solution for larger 

windows and patio doors and may be used as a room divider. The blind 

encompasses large panels of fabric or bamboo which stack neatly behind 

one another when open, allowing maximum light while radiating maximum 

style. To control light, reduce glare, increase privacy and make a décor 

statement simply slide the panels to the required position.

3 Panel
Left Stack

3 Panel
Left Stack

3 Panel Bamboo
Left Stack

3 Panel
Left Stack

4 Panel
Centre Split 

3 Panel, Left Stack
Half Round Valance

Anthracite Return End Caps
Anthracite Valance Joiner
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� Easy to use and versatile

� Control light and privacy

� Blinds of pure distinction

Easy to use and versatile, the Vertical Blind can be drawn neatly back to the 

side to offer unlimited views, or the louvre can be rotated through 180 degrees 

to allow just the right amount of light into the room maintaining an element 

of privacy.

The Vertical Blind range is an eclectic mix of designs in contemporary colour 

ways, seductive suedes, gentle prints and natural weaves, all of which will 

create window blinds of pure distinction.

Anodised Headrail
White Bottom Weight

Half Round Valance
White Bottom Weight

Black Headrail
Black Bottom Weight

Black Headrail
Black Bottom Weight

White Headrail
White Bottom Weight

Centre Split

White Headrail
White Bottom Weight

Left Stack

VERT ICAL  BL INDS
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DES IGNER  FABR IC  BL INDS

� Exclusive range of textures and patterns

� Suitable for Roller, Roman, Sliding Panel and Vertical Blinds

� A fabric to match any decor

The Designer Fabric Collection is a unique collection of fabrics chosen to 

complement any décor. The wide selection of fabrics add a new dimension 

to the use of blinds as a decorative element with many of the fabrics available 

in Roller, Roman Panel, Sliding Panel and 90mm Vertical Blinds.

Whether it be jacquards or prints, textures or colour, the Designer Fabric 

collection is bound to have a solution for every décor.  The Designer Fabric 

collection is a dynamic range that is updated every 24 months, thus ensuring 

that the range will encompass the latest décor trends.

Sliding Panel
Tudor Gawsworth
Etosha Chocolate

Roman Panel
Montana Black

Vertical Blind
Pinstripe Black

Roman Panel
Chatsworth Black

Roman Panel
Madison Tan

Roller System 32
Tudor Gawsworth



DES IGNER  FABR IC  BL INDS
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Roll-up 
Standard

BAMBOO BL INDS

� Gently filters light

� Creates a calm and soothing ambience

� Offers diffused outside views

The Bamboo Blind helps bring a touch of nature into the home. Made from 

bamboo, jute, grass and wood they blend stylishly into both traditional and 

modern décors while gently filtering light into your room, creating a calm 

and soothing ambiance with diffused views of the outside.

Available in both roll-up and roman style the Bamboo Blind provides a very 

versatile option with a high degree of customisation available.

Roll-up 
150mm Fabric 

Valance

Roll-up 
Half Round Valance
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� Durable exterior finishing

� Modern contemporary design

� Maximum use of your patio

The Outdoor Blind is the modern alternative for your patio. The hi-tech fabrics 

manage heat and glare on your patio while maintaining the view. Lower and 

raise the blind using a removable crank handle or motorise your blind. The 

blind is secured at the bottom using a choice of hold down clips, which allows 

the blind to remain down during windy weather. You can also select a

Channel X Blind that is fully enclosed on the top and sides or a Wire X system 

that supports the side of the blind. 

The Outdoor Blind will allow you maximum use of your external entertainment 

areas by stopping heat and glare and also providing a degree of weather 

protection and maintaining your view.

Free Hang Blind
Steel Collapsible Hold 

Downs

Channel X
Full Cassette Free Hang Blind

Recess Fascia
Steel Collapsible

Hold Downs

Channel X
Recess Fascia

Photo courtesy of Blinds All Types

Photo courtesy of Blinds All Types

Photo courtesy of Blinds All Types

OUTDOOR BL INDS
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� At a click of a button

� Control your blinds

� 220V and battery options

The future is here. At a click of a button you can raise or lower your blind to 

the selected position to allow for optimum filtering of light and privacy. Control 

your blinds individually at the flick of a button or control all your blinds 

simultaneously. Radio Frequency technology means that no line of sight is 

necessary to control your blinds so you do not even have to be in the same room.

Install a timing device and you can raise and lower groups of blinds at certain 

times or control your blinds with a sun or temperature sensor activated by 

light or heat.  Available on Roller Blinds, Wood Venetian Blinds, Retro Venetian 

Blinds, Roman Bamboo Blinds, Roman Panel Blinds and Outdoor Blinds.

220V220V 220V

MOTOR ISED  BL INDS

Roller Blinds Wood Ventian Blinds Retro Venetian Blinds

Bamboo Blinds

Vision Blinds

Roman Panel Blinds Outdoor Blinds

220V

OR

220V

OR

220V

OR

220V

OR

Lift & Tilt Tilt Only Lift & Tilt Tilt Only
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Telis 16 Pure

Smoove 
Open/Close Pure

Telis 4 Silver Telis 6 Chronis Pure

Modulis 4 Pure Modulis 4 Silver Modulis 4 Lounge Chronis Smart Smoove Origin
(White Frame)

Smoove Touch Pure
(No Frame)

Smoove Touch Silver
(No Frame)

Telis 4 Lounge

Smoove Touch Black
(No Frame)

Smoove Walnut Frame 

Smoove Silver Frame Smoove White Frame 

Smoove Black Frame Sunis Sensor Wire Free Solar KitExterior Sunis Thermosunis Sensor 

MOTOR ISED  BL INDS

Telis 4 Pure

Smoove 
Open/Close Black
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HALF  ROUND VALANCES

Roman Panel
Half Round Valance

No Returns
Anthracite End Caps

Sliding Panel Blind
Half Round Valance

Returns LH RH
Anthracite Return End Caps
Anthracite Valance Joiner

90mm Vertical Blind
Half Round Valance

No Returns
Brushed End Caps

Retro Blind
Half Round Valance

No Returns
Anthracite End Caps

Basswood Venetian
Half Round Valance

Returns LH RH

Roller Blind
Half Round Valance

Returns LH RH
Brushed Return End Caps

� Enhance your blind

� Create a distinctive and bold look

� The prefect finishing product

The Half Round Valance is a top treatment that can be ordered independently 

or in conjunction with any blind or curtain. The Half Round Valance is 

particularly effective when used on face or wall fixed window treatments as 

it adds definition to the top of the treatment.

The Half Round Valance can be used in conjunction with any of the following 

products: Roller Blind, Roman Panel Blind, Sliding Panel Blind, Wood Venetian, 

Bamboo Blind, Retro Venetian, Vertical Blind and Curtain Tracks. To finish 

your valance a range of Silver or Mercury end caps and joiners are available.

Photo courtesy of Blind Rage

End Cap
Brushed

End Cap
Anthracite

Return End Cap
Brushed

Return End Cap
Anthracite

Valance Joiner
Brushed

Valance Joiner
Anthracite
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CURTA IN  TRACKS

Glide
Cord Drawn

Glide
Hand Drawn

Motion
Motorised

Somfy Glydea
Motorised

Ripple
Cord Drawn

Ripple
Hand Drawn

Glide Urban
Hand Drawn

Ripple Urban
Hand Drawn

� Heavy-duty track systems for wide and heavy curtains

� Corded, wand and motorised systems

� Ripple Systems available

A range of curtain tracks designed to provide superior function and a multitude 

of options. Tracks are available in cord, wand and motorised systems. 

The ball bearing runners easily carry heavy and wide curtains or choose a 

ripple system to be on the cutting edge of contemporary design.

The Urban systems provide a stunning stand alone track system when no 

pelmet or valance is used. 

Photo courtesy of Blind Time Window Innovations

Photo courtesy of
Blind Time Window Innovations

Photo courtesy of
Blind Time Window Innovations
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YOUR APPOINTED DISTRIBUTOR:

A percentage of all profits generated will 
be distributed to community projects.

80% of all raw material 
waste is recycled.

This product is designed and 
assembled in South Africa.
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